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“ universities should treat learning as not yet wholly… universities should treat learning as not yet wholly 
solved problems and hence always in research mode” 

(Humboldt 1810, translated 1970, quoted by Elton 2005, 
110)110)



Linking research and teaching Linking research and teaching 

“As a research-intensive university, McGill aims to 
provide students with an academic experience that 
benefits directly from the research programs and agendas 
of Faculty members.”y

“We are a university that believes strongly in the 
integration of research and scholarship into the fabric of g p
our students’ academic lives. Our researchers are also 
our teachers, and so inquiry informs our students’ 
learning experiences. McGill strives to ensure that g p
inquiry-based learning and teaching are standard in terms 
of the content and method of undergraduate courses.”

McGill Strategic Academic Plan 2005McGill Strategic Academic Plan, 2005
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Linking research and teaching Linking research and teaching 

“We are all researchers now … Teaching and research 
b i i ti t l l t d Iare becoming ever more intimately related …  In a 

‘knowledge society’ all students – certainly all 
graduates – have to be researchers.  Not only are they 
engaged in the production of knowledge; they mustengaged in the production of knowledge; they must 
also be educated to cope with the risks and 
uncertainties generated by the advance of science”

(Scott 2002 13)(Scott 2002, 13)

“Lifelong learning … can … be focused further, in a 
higher education context, to express itself as a 
lif l i i f h i ilifelong propensity to engage in further inquiry, 
problem identification and resolution; in a word 
research”

(S ith 2008 2 3)(Smith 2008, 2-3)



Linking research and teachingLinking research and teaching

“all undergraduate students in all higher education institutionsall undergraduate students in all higher education institutions 
should experience learning through and about research”

(Healey and Jenkins 2008, 17)

“Research and inquiry is not just for those who choose to 
pursue an academic career.  It is central to professional life in 
the twenty-first century.”

(Brew 2007 7)(Brew 2007, 7)

“Institutions, but also their students, have a right to expect that 
their lecturers are engaged in research … but the issue is g g
whether lecturers adopt teaching approaches that are likely to 
foster student experiences that mirror the lecturers’ 
experiences as researchers.” (emphasis added)

(Barnett 2000, 163)(Barnett 2000, 163)



Linking research and teachingLinking research and teaching

1. Different ways of linking research and 
teaching

2 Diff t i li ki h d2. Different views on linking research and 
teaching

3 Disciplinary and departmental3. Disciplinary and departmental 
perspectives

4. Institutional perspectives p p
5. Conclusion



Different ways of linking R&T

•Learning about others’ research•Learning about others  research 
•Learning to do research – research 
methodsmethods

•Learning in research mode – enquiry 
b dbased 

•Pedagogic research – enquiring and 
reflecting on learning 



Linking research and teaching: 
different views

• Topic on linking research and teaching has generatedTopic on linking research and teaching has generated 
much debate, some of it fairly emotive and polarised 
(Table 2)
M l h ld th i th t k h t i ti f• Many people hold the view that a key characteristic of 
universities is where research and teaching are 
brought togetherg g

• Some claim that the best researchers are usually the 
best teachers (e.g. Cooke, 1998)

• Others dispute this claim (e g Jenkins 2000); many• Others dispute this claim (e.g. Jenkins, 2000); many 
refer to examples of excellent researchers who are 
poor teachers and vice versa



Linking research and teaching: 
different conceptions of research

Source: Brew (2003, 6)



Linking research and teaching: 
different conceptions of teaching

Information transfer / teacher focusedInformation transfer / teacher focused 
approach

Conceptual change / student focused 
approachapproach

Prosser and Trigwell (1999)



Linking research and teaching: 
Conceptual compatibilities

Trading view of research and informationTrading view of research and information 
transmission approach to teaching

Journey view of research and conceptual 
change approach to teachingchange approach to teaching

Trowler and Wareham (2007)Trowler and Wareham (2007)



Linking research and teaching: 
K l d  t f  d bli  h l hiKnowledge transfer and public scholarship
Knowledge transfer, knowledge exchange, ‘thirdKnowledge transfer, knowledge exchange, third 
stream’ activities – association with enterprise, 
knowledge economy, vocationalism, professional 
education and ‘performativity’

Public scholarship – ‘engaging in reciprocally 
beneficial ways with communities at local, 
national and international level’ (Krause 2007 5);national and international level’ (Krause, 2007, 5); 
develops from Boyer’s ‘scholarship of 
engagement’engagement



Linking research and teaching: 
B d i  th  d fi itiBroadening the definition
“Public scholarship … refers to the engagement of 
students in authentic and meaningful learning 
experiences, such as work-integrated or research-based 
learning” (Griffith University 2007 1)learning  (Griffith University 2007, 1)
“Public scholarship is underpinned by the notion that the 
scholarly teaching, learning and research activities of the y g g
University are most meaningful when closely aligned to 
authentic problems in the public domain.  … (This view 
supports) the interpretation of scholarship as a publicsupports) the interpretation of scholarship as a public 
good that facilitates knowledge exchanges with industry, 
professional and government bodies, and communities at 
l l ti l d i t ti l l l ” ( 10)local, national and international level.” (p10)



STUDENTS AS PARTICIPANTSSTUDENTS AS PARTICIPANTS

Research-tutored Research-based

EMPHASIS
EMPHASIS ON 
RESEARCH 
CONTENT

EMPHASIS 
ON 
RESEARCH
PROCESSES 
AND 
PROBLEMS

STUDENTS AS AUDIENCE

Research-led Research-oriented

STUDENTS AS AUDIENCE

Curriculum design and the research-teaching nexus
(based on Healey 2005)



Linking research and teaching: 
disciplinary perspectives

• A discipline-based approach is important in 
studying the research-teaching nexus 
beca se the nat re of kno ledgebecause the nature of knowledge 
construction and research methods differ 
between disciplinesbetween disciplines



Different ways of linking R&T: 
disciplinary perspectives
A key issue:y
How may the linkages between research and 
teaching be developed to enhance the benefit 
for student learning?
In pairs each skim read EITHER the abstracts 
for ONE different group of DISCIPLINES pp.10-
23 OR the abstracts from ONE different group 
of DEPARTMENTS pp 23-31 Discuss whetherof DEPARTMENTS pp.23-31.  Discuss whether 
any of the ideas may be amended for 
application in your context                    6 minutespp y



What is undergraduate research 
and inquiry?

“An inquiry or investigation conducted by anAn inquiry or investigation conducted by an 
undergraduate student that makes an original 
intellectual or creative contribution to the discipline”

C il f U d d t R hCouncil for Undergraduate Research

Adopts a broad definition of the undergraduate asAdopts a broad definition of the undergraduate as 
researcher to describe student engagement at all levels 
in research and inquiry into disciplinary, professional 
and community-based problems and issuesand community based problems and issues

University of Gloucestershire



Students experience of learning in a 
h i t  Ph i

What is Breaking new ground; moving 

research environment: Physics
What is 
research?

g g ; g
forward; exploration and 
discovery

H i ibl i L b t i d hi (iHow visible is 
it?

Laboratories and machinery (ie 
tools) but often behind closed 
doors 

Where is it 
located?

Out there; at a higher level

Who does it? Lecturers 

Source: Robertson and Blackler (2006)Source: Robertson and Blackler (2006) 



Students experience of learning in a 
h i t  G h

What is Gathering information in the 

research environment: Geography
What is 
research?

g
world; answering a question

H i ibl i M t i ibl i th fi ldHow visible is 
it?

Most visible in the field

Where is it 
located?

Out there in the field

Who does it? Lecturers and (increasingly over 
time) students

Source: Robertson and Blackler (2006)Source: Robertson and Blackler (2006) 



Students experience of learning in a 
h i t  E li h

What is Looking into; gathering; putting 

research environment: English
What is 
research?

g ; g g; p g
it together; a focus of interest

H i ibl i N t t ibl i ibl b t tHow visible is 
it?

Not tangibly visible but apparent 
in the dialogue

Where is it 
located?

In the library; in the head

Who does it? Lecturers and students

Source: Robertson and Blackler (2006)Source: Robertson and Blackler (2006) 



Linking research and teaching: 
institutional perspectives

Ski d th b t t f ONE fSkim read the abstracts for ONE group of 
INSTITUTIONS pp.31-40
I i di h th f th idIn pairs, discuss whether any of the ideas 
may be amended for application here

5 minutes5 minutes



Linking research and teaching: 
issues in developing R&T nexus
• How much do your u/g students know aboutHow much do your u/g students know about 

the research which goes on in your 
department?

• What opportunities are there for students to 
present / publish / celebrate their research?

• Is research-based learning primarily for 
honours and graduate students?

• Is research-based learning for all students or a 
highly selected group?



Students’ perceptions of research

A comparison of over 500 final year students’A comparison of over 500 final year students  
perceptions of research in three universities 
CanRI; UKRI; and UKLRI (Table 5): ( )

• Students agreed that being involved in research 
activities is beneficial

• Students do not perceive the development of their 
research skills

• Communication is one of the issues that we need to 
address – language used can exclude



Students’ perceptions of research:

• About three-quarters of the items followed ourAbout three quarters of the items followed our 
hypothesis (particularly about the awareness of 
research)

• Those where the hypothesis did not hold up were 
mainly in the experiences with doing research, 
where there were no significant differenceswhere there were no significant differences

• Regardless of institution, there is the perception 
amongst students that learning in an inquiry or 
research-based mode is beneficial



Students’ awareness of researchStudents  awareness of research

U f A Hi t U f A St d tU of A History 
Faculty

U of A Student 
Data

Research seminars 46% 75%

Books articles or other research output 46% 68%Books, articles or other research output 46% 68%

Notice boards advertising research opportunities 23% 59%

Existence of Research Centre or Institute 18% 72%

Areas with national or international reputations 18% 60%

Faculty are writing for publication 73% 79%

Faculty are supervising research students 46% 81%

Faculty are undertaking funded research 36% 77%

Faculty are supervising UG research assistants 18% 60%



Students’ experiences with researchStudents  experiences with research

U f A Hi t U f A St d tU of A History 
Faculty

U of A Student 
Data

Staff discuss research 96% 85%

Reading research paper by staff 86% 60%

Undertaking independent project as part of 
course

77% 43%

Undertaking undergraduate dissertations 59%* 7%Undertaking undergraduate dissertations 59% 7%

Being subject of research 23% 47%

Development of research techniques 59% 27%

Attending research seminar 32% 27%Attending research seminar 32% 27%

Contributing to research project outside of 
class

14% 17%

Attending research conference 27% 19%



Strategies for linking research and 
teaching

In groups of twos and threes identifyIn groups of twos and threes identify 
ONE possible strategy or practice that 
you would like to implement in:you would like to implement in: 

EITHER i i itEITHER in your university

OR your department / discipline 



Linking research and teaching: 
Conclusions

• Nature of the linkage between teaching and• Nature of the linkage between teaching and 
research is complex and contested

• Barnett (2003: 157) suggests that there are• Barnett (2003: 157) suggests that there are 
many pressures that are pulling research 
and teaching apart:a d teac g apa t

“The twentieth century saw the university 
change from a site in which teaching and 
research stood in a reasonably comfortable 
relationship with each other to one in which 
they became mutually antagonistic”they became mutually antagonistic



Linking research and teaching: 
Conclusions

• Adopting a broader definition of research than is g
currently common is a way forward (Boyer et 
al.), which should benefit the learning of 
students in institutions with a range of differentstudents in institutions with a range of different 
missions 

• Putting greater emphasis on actively engagingPutting greater emphasis on actively engaging 
students with research, suitably adapted to 
recognise the variation and complexity of 
constructing knowledge in different disciplines, 
is one way of re-linking them in the twenty-first 
centurycentury.



Linking research and teaching: 
Conclusions

If an undergraduate research and inquiry strategy isIf an undergraduate research and inquiry strategy is 
to become common place in higher education 
generally then the nature of higher education itself will 

d t b t li d th t t ff dneed to be reconceptualised so that staff and 
students work together in what Brew (2003, 12) calls 
“academic communities of practice”.  This she 
argues:

“means sharing power and it means being open to 
challenge” (p 16)challenge” (p.16)

There is a need to do more thinking ‘outside the box’.There is a need to do more thinking outside the box .


